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What is the name of the Fire Dog?

Why is it important that the Fire Dog is wearing boots?

 
What does the Fire Dog get as a reward?

Watch the video and answer these questions

Part

1
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Watch the video and answer these questions

What is the name of the station? 

What is the name of the appliance/machine?

What is the name of the process where we transfer the 
Fire Dog from basket to building?

Part

2
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Circle the potential hazards in Leah’s Bedroom

Part

3

Circle the potential hazards in Rory’s Bedroom
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How often should you test your Smoke Alarm?

Circle the potential hazards

Bonus Question - Cirlce the correct answer

Once a week Once a month Once a year
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Can you create an Escape Plan for their downstairs?

Draw the quickest route out of the house for each room

Part

4
This is the Jones’ Family Escape Plan for their upstairs

Front Door

Stairs

Back Door

Stairs
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1. Do you know where your keys to unlock doors and  
 windows are?

2. Do you have a working smoke alarm?

3. Do you close the doors inside on a night time?

4. Do you switch off all electrical items before bed?

5. Do you and your family know what to do if the   
 smoke alarm sounds?

6. Do you know who to ring in an emergency?

7. Does your family have an outside meeting point in 
	 case	of	a	fire?

8. Are all passages and stairways free from any    
 obstacles?

This is the Jones’ Family Escape Plan for their upstairs Escape Plan Checklist

How many of these can you tick off in your home?
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What should you do in a fire?

Should you return to your house during a fire?

What number should you call in an emergency?

Yes / No

Part

5
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Ambulance

Mountain Rescue

Coastguard

Police

Fire Service

Part

6

Can you match the vehicle to the service it belongs to?

Draw a line to match up each of the emergency services
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1 A

2 B

3 C

What should you do if your clothes catch fire?

Part

7
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What can a fire do? List your answers here

Part

8
Which bin do you think is a bigger fire risk? 

Circle your answer
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Thank you for completing this booklet
now lets see what you have learned!


